
ABOUT eSkill

Since 2003, eSkill has been an expert provider of effective online skills testing for applicant screening and 
staff training to thousands of companies globally. More than 4,000 organizations around the world use our 
job skill assessment tests in their hiring and training processes, including Coca-Cola, Zappos, FedEx, LG, 
and Paychex. Our professional skill tests for employment are easily customizable to fit specific job 
requirements for the highest job relevance and validity.

eSkill lets human resources managers easily select or customize job-based tests from over 600 modular 
subjects and subtopics across a wide range of disciplines such as Microsoft Office, IT, Programming, Office 
Software, Accounting, Healthcare, Legal, Call Center, Retail, and more. eSkill’s leading-edge job 
simulations recreate software programs and work environments to assess how well candidates perform 
actual job tasks.

Why our clients chose eSkill over other vendors?

• Our customizable tests have increased efficiency, relevance, and validity. 

• Our staffing clients get dedicated test advice and direct contact with a Client Success Manager for a 
quick setup and ongoing service.

• We provide 24/7 live support for clients and test-takers.

• Test-takers can reliably take tests on any computer or browser with no need for plug-ins or downloads.

• Our simulations have multiple correct solutions, giving a more accurate picture of candidates’ 
on-the-job performance.

• Our clients have unlimited use of eSkill tests and our competency library.

• We continuously update our test content.

• eSkill has a perfect 15-year track record of legal compliance. 
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Customer Case Study

Corporate Connection, Inc. Uses
Hiring Assessments Such as
Microsoft® Office Skills Tests to
Streamline Its Recruiting and
Hiring Process

THE SITUATION

CCI’s success depends on its ability to send clients highly-qualified candidates for jobs they need to fill. It was 
administering manual MS Office skills tests and hiring assessments to evaluate candidates’ computer proficiency, 
accounting knowledge, and general office skills. However, recruiters felt the process was inefficient because the 
applicant screening process took too long, and because the manual tests did not always help them identify the 
best candidates. So, the team decided to research products that would help them screen applicants more 
efficiently.

Corporate Connection, Inc. (CCI) is a locally-owned and operated, full-service professional staffing firm that has 
been in business since 1992. It serves clients in New Orleans and the surrounding area and the Mississippi Gulf 
Coast region and specializes in industries such as construction and engineering, healthcare, legal, manufacturing 
and distribution, and oil and gas.

THE RESULTS

Setting up and implementing eSkill was easy for CCI and the team appreciated that help from eSkill was a phone 
call or chat away if they had a question or problem. When their test center was operational, they immediately 
found that they could screen applicants more quickly and accurately. They also enjoyed the convenience of being 
able to access tests and reports anytime and from anywhere. As summarized by Cynthia Von Bodungen, CCI 
owner, “Using eSkill helps us really know and understand our candidates’ skillsets and abilities so we can 
present them to clients with confidence.”  

The CCI team’s plans include exploring options and upgrades eSkill offers such as video interviews and 
behavioral assessments so they can further enhance their recruiting and hiring process, and enlisting eSkill’s 
help to develop skills tests that will help them better evaluate candidates for paralegal and legal secretarial 
positions.

THE SOLUTION

After evaluating several products, CCI decided that eSkill was the best solution for their needs. Recruiters could 
easily create MS Office skills tests as well as hiring assessments to evaluate accounting knowledge and basic 
office skills using questions from the eSkill Test Library. They could customize assessments by adding their own 
questions or those the client provided, and could even include simulations so they could see how candidates 
would perform in real-life job situations.


